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Introduction  

This paper, based on a non-exhaustive review of the literature addresses selected issues of a relative 
new complex of abilities and skills, i.e. data literacy by providing insight into its nature and the 
approaches to teaching in higher education.  

We live in a data-intensive era, because the capacity to store massive amounts of data and forward 
them on high bandwidth networks generated interest in research data in the natural sciences, social 
sciences as well as the arts and humanities, never seen before (boyd and Crawford, 2012). The 
recognition of this fact motivated varied researchers, universities and different funding bodies to make 
efforts to encourage the openness of research data. The stakeholders of Open Data are – among others 
governments, multilateral organisations, journalists and the media. They come from the civil society 
and the private sector. Last, but not least teaching staff members, and researchers, i.e. the academic 
community constitute a crucial group of its stakeholders (Corrall, 2019a).  

On the one hand, there remain several technological, social, organizational, economical, and legal 
barriers to data sharing (Sayogo & Pardo, 2013). On the other hand, despite obstacles, we can see a 
shift away from a research culture, where data is viewed as a private preserve (Pryor, Jones, & Whyte, 
2013). This drive toward openness is guided among others by the principle that scholarly research does 
not need more data, but requires having the right data (Borgman 2015). In other words, researchers 
require high quality, actively curated data to work with, because data is both the raw material and the 
output of research (Pryor, 2012).  

Research data is the output from any systematic investigation that involves observation, experiment 
or the testing of a hypothesis (Pryor, 2012) and it consists of “heterogeneous objects and items used 
and contextualized, depending on the academic discipline of origin” (Semeler, Pinto, & Rozados 2017, 
p. 3). To serve as research data, little data can be just as valuable as big data, and – in many cases – 
there is no data, because relevant data cannot be found, is not available, or does not exist at all 
(Borgman, 2015).  

 

Definitions 

Data literacy can be seen from different points of view, such as being related to issues of the civil 
society, open government, community informatics, journalism, business, and teacher education. 
Nonetheless, in this paper, it is approached as a “research skill for students and professionals – 
accessing existing data sets to produce and communicate new knowledge, making scientific 
experiments robust and reproducible” (Corrall, 2019b, p. 2.). 

One of its simple definitions says that it is a “human competence to locate, analyse, organize, present 
and evaluate” research data (Schneider, 2013, p. 136). A more detailed definition describes it as “a 
specific skill set and knowledge base, which empowers individuals to transform data into information 
and into actionable knowledge by enabling them to access, interpret, critically assess, manage, and 
ethically use data” (Koltay, 2017, p. 10). 

Data literate persons know how to select and synthesize data and combine it with other information 
sources and prior knowledge, recognize source data value, types and formats. They determine when 
data is needed, then access data sources appropriate to the required information (Calzada Prado & 
Marzal, 2013). 
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The nature of data literacy in academia 

As said above, this paper focuses on data literacy, applied in academic environments, therefore related 
to research data, which similarly to other types of data, needs to be managed. Research data 
management (RDM), consisting of a comprehensive set of activities for the organization, storage, 
access, and preservation of data (Semeler, Pinto, & Rozados, 2017) is inconceivable without data 
literacy training, because people, who will use research data need education about how to understand, 
interpret, and apply what they find, and researchers are no exception from this rule. Seen from a 
slightly different angle, data literacy instruction is often the first step in supporting researchers (Martin, 
2014), then complemented by RDM, while we should not forget about data curation that may be 
compared to curating a museum collection for exhibit rather than for internal storage, extended by 
data preservation that involves frequent validation checks and backups (Thomas & Urban, 2018). 

It is widely agreed that data literacy is in close association with data quality, which is one of the 
cornerstones of the data-intensive paradigm of scientific research (Koltay, 2017). Seen from a different 
angle, data quality analysis requires – among others – analysing the quality of the sources. The analysis 
of the quality of the data itself may consider accuracy, consistency, completeness, originality and the 
degree of timeliness of data (Daraio et al., 2016).  

Data literacy is closely related to information literacy, the history of which precedes the appearance 
of data literacy. Nonetheless, the connection between information and data, as well as information 
literacy and data literacy have been underlined by Andretta et al. (2008), when they declared that 
presenting, evaluating, and interpreting qualitative and quantitative data is a learning outcome of 
information literacy. 

The strongest connection between data literacy and information literacy is manifest in their attention 
to critical assessment, which is especially needed because of the presence of misleading or 
inappropriate uses of data (Carlson et al., 2011). In consequence, attention has to be paid to the 
version of the given dataset and the person(s) responsible for it (ACRL, 2013). Data literacy is also 
connected to media literacy in pointing towards “the use of tools to use and reuse content in ways not 
imagined by the content creator” (ACRL, 2013, p. 11). 

When focusing on the academic environment, we can see that data literacy, applied to research data 
clearly interfaces with academic literacy, which involves the comprehension of the entire system of 
thinking, values, cultural identity and information flows of academia by acquiring the ability to read, 
interpret, and produce texts, valued in academia (Elmborg, 2006). Statistical literacy and numerical 
literacy (the latter also known as numeracy) are often mentioned in connection with data literacy 
(Schield, 2004). 

 

New views on data 

Data literacy education is deeply influenced by the changing views on the nature of data. While we 
traditionally have perceived data as somewhat secondary to information, because it was regarded to 
occupy the bottom of the data–information–knowledge–wisdom pyramid (Rowley, 2007), the growing 
importance of data seems to change this view. Consequently, the relationship between data and 
information is not seen any more as simple as it has been presented by earlier views (Makani, 2015). 
Liangzhi (2015) affirms this by saying that from the ontological point of view, data and information are 
closer to each other as both exist as signs. The fact that researchers are less interested in raw data, but 
give attention to its use and reuse also removes some of the differences between data and 
information. Therefore, research data can be recognized as information (Schneider, 2013). 

Research data can be seen not just as the result of empirical work or the raw material for analysis, but 
also as a research object in its own right (Golub & Hansson, 2017). Data also may be regarded as 
anything recordable in a semantically and pragmatically sound way (Frické, 2008), as well as a primary 
intellectual asset that can be subjected to peer review and other forms of quality assessment (Heidorn, 
2011).  
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When speaking about data literacy, we have to bring forward one of its main defining features, i.e. 
that it is cognate with information literacy. One of the several reasons to do this is that approaches 
motivating us to conceive data differently is the new definition of information literacy, which includes 
not only to print, but to data, images, and the spoken word (CILIP, 2018). This perception is in 
conformity with the idea that there are convergences between varied literacies of the information age, 
caused by the convergence among different forms of media and ICTs (Livingstone, van Couvering & 
Thumin, 2008). Even if not directly connected to these convergences, we witness an increase in the 
attention towards data literacy, because it shares several features with other literacies and is especially 
closely connected to information literacy, reinforcing thus the close relationship between data and 
information (Koltay, 2015). 

Speaking about data literacy in research settings requires a short excurse, where researchers’ skills and 
abilities are examined. They are tied not only to research, but practically all kinds of literacy, involving 
self-management, innovative thinking and problem solving abilities (Lee, 2013). 

We may add here skills that are unmistakably tied to both information and data literacy. According to 
Davies, Fidler and Gorbis (2011), the ideal researcher is able to filter information based on importance 
and use a variety of tools and techniques. Doing this is unimaginable without sense-making, since there 
is no serious research without the ability to determine the deeper meaning of what is being expressed 
at face value. Data-based reasoning has to be coupled with the ability to translate large amounts of 
data into abstract concepts.  

As research is becoming largely determined by computing, the above abilities begin to fit into the 
framework of computational thinking that might be incorporated into the general thinking about 
scholarly research, and results in changes in its ontologies and epistemologies. This involves that 
mediating an object, a digital or computational device requires objects to be translated into the digital 
code, then being internally transformed, depending on a number of interventions, processes or filters 
(Berry, 2011).  

 

Approaches to teaching data literacy  

Overall, applying the principles of the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning (SoTL), the main ideas of 
which have been laid down by Ernest Boyer (1990) have their place here. SoTL directs the attention of 
teaching staff members in higher education worldwide to the need of focusing on student learning. It 
is geared towards understanding what is happening in the classroom and seeks ways to improve 
student learning (Hays & Mallon, 2017). According to Hutchings (2000) teaching staff members should 
ask, what is learning is and what is happening in the classroom. They also need to find out what enables 
efficient student learning and should have a vision about their future classroom.  

O’Brien’s (2008) questions show some similarity with the above ones: 

 What will my students learn and why is it worth learning? 

 Who are my students? 

 How do they effectively learn and what can I do to support them to learn effectively? 

 How do I know if my teaching and my students’ learning has been effective? 

 

According to Kreber and Cranton (2000), SoTL involves ongoing learning about teaching and 
demonstrating teaching knowledge by reflecting on theory and experience-based knowledge about 
questions of instructional design, pedagogy, and curriculum. Besides teaching activities, it results in 
scholarship, published in peer-reviewed venues in order to become part of the knowledge base of 
teaching and learning in higher education (Richlin & Cox, 2004). 

When teaching data literacy skills to students, the overall learning outcome should be becoming data 
literate in the context of their subject area. Students should be able not only identify relevant data for 
their field of study, but understand how data is connected to the publication process. Applying critical 
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thinking strategies to data and understanding the challenges of reusing data, as well as awareness of 
the importance of metadata and citation are crucial in this process (Duffner-Ylvestedt & Rayner, 2016). 

Data literacy education should contain the following data-related competencies: 

 discovery and acquisition; 

 management; 

 conversion and interoperability; 

 metadata; 

 curation;  

 re-use; 

 preservation; 

 analysis; 

 visualization; 

 ethics; 

 citation (Carlson et al., 2011). 
 

By its complexity (Silvello, 2018), the last task, i.e. data citation requires distinguished attention. Data 
literate researchers can efficiently retrieve data, even though data retrieval – as described by Bugaje 
and Chowdhury (2017) – is a less obvious task than retrieving research papers, which are available in 
a predominantly textual form. On the other hand, data citation is on its way to become a source of 
reward and acknowledgment for researchers, thus motivating them to share and publish their data 
(Candela et al., 2015).  

Teaching data literacy should go beyond basic literacy, among others by being directed towards 
understanding, how to transform data into a non-raw, non-numeric representations (Bhargava, 2019). 

As advised by Robinson and Bawden (2017), any data related education program could begin with 
considering the phenomenon of the data deluge, as well as the relation between data, information 
and documents. It may go so far as to examining tools for exploring data to find meaning in it, including 
tools of data mining. 

All literacies emphasise critical appraisal in general, therefore data literacy education in particular 
should accentuate checking the provenance and integrity of data, giving attention to understanding 
factors that may impact the data, including bias, patterns, errors and omissions. It is also important to 
consider sampling techniques, sample selections and size, as well as survey design. We need to able to 
distinguish between correlation and causation, as well as understanding how variables influence each 
other. Having the skills of predicting, generalizing from available datasets, as well as understanding 
trends, and drawing inferences is indispensable (Mason, Khan, & Smith, 2016).  

Data literacy education should give distinguished attention to raising awareness of the fact that it is 
not exclusively about big data (Borgman, 2015). We also could count with the existence of grey data, 
which is useful data, produced by universities outside their research realm, but not vetted by peer 
review (Borgman, 2018).  

Big Data is a cultural, technological, and scholarly phenomenon, characterised by the interplay of 
technology, analysis, and mythology (boyd & Crawford, 2012). It is a vague concept, but – similarly  
literacy – it would require an understanding of “the technologies used to gather data sets, awareness 
of the algorithmic operations used to analyse them, and critical abilities to assess the aura of accuracy 
that surrounds them” (Bhargava, 2019, p. 2). Big data is big by its volume, and is defined by velocity 
and variety (Laney, 2001). Notwithstanding, from the point of view of data literacy education, we have 
to pay attention to the warning of (boyd & Crawford, 2012), who state that big data is less about size, 
but capacity to search, aggregate, and cross-reference large data sets, without forgetting about the 
interplay of cultural, technological, and scholarly phenomena, related to it. Let me add that analysing 
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small sets of data is relatively simple, relying on basic numerical literacy, while in the case of big data, 
machine-assisted algorithms play the main role. One of the related problems is the existence of bias 
toward quantitative data, leading to disrespect of qualitative methodologies. In big data environments 
qualitative data is analysed through a quantitative lens: looking at words counts in text, or detecting 
face locations in images (Bhargava, 2019). 

A less recognised, but apparently useful component of data literacy education could be applying data 
governance principles, which are connected to data quality by being beneficial in delineating the 
practical domains of decision and defining accountability for decision making. Being based on 
standardised, repeatable processes, rules, policies, and standards, data governance’s advantage to 
other approaches is in its transparency (Koltay, 2016). 

There is also a somewhat different goal of data literacy education, i.e. fostering a culture of scholars, 
who are aware of their own scholarly communications’ potential to become primary sources of data 
(Haendel et al., 2012).  

When approaching these issues, we should heed the warning of Robinson (2016), who states that 
examining patterns and syntax and using quantitative methodology is not enough. There should be 
attention, given to meaning, semantics and the use of qualitative methods. In the case of research 
data, neglecting any of them will contribute to overly narrow approaches and lead us to building silos. 

Although the variety of related terms may be sometimes disturbing, we have to mention not only data 
literacy and digital literacy, but digital literacy. The reason for this given – among others – by the 
existence of a comprehensive approach to the later. As Robinson (2016) direct our attention to an 
analogy here. Paul Gilster (1997) stated that digital literacy encompasses the use of printed document, 
because they either have been, or may become, digital. This viewpoint and helps to emphasise the 
importance of data. When speaking about digital literacy, we see competing views, enumerated by List 
(2019). Although empirical work does not support it, it is widely discussed that digital literacy is 
automatically acquired simply by growing up as digital natives. As mentioned above, in accordance 
with Gilster’s view, digital literacy may be understood as an inter-related set of competencies 
necessary for success in the digital age.  

Taking the close relationship between information literacy, digital literacy and data literacy into 
consideration, it seem to be expedient to suggest that – despite the obvious differences 
between them – constructivist theoretical and pedagogical views on information literacy can be 
applied to data literacy, as well. On the other hand, we must be aware that these skills remain 
useful, because they are easily measurable.  

Most constructivist views on teaching and learning stress the experiential and empowering nature of 
the learning process. They are based on the idea that learning is experiential insomuch as it involves 
the continuous building, amending and eventually transforming of previous knowledge structures 
(Walton & Cleland, 2017).  

In the next part of this paper, we are going to three different approaches that are different and related 
to the ones, described in detail by Limberg, Sundin and Talja (2012). These approaches make use of 
phenomenographic and sociocultural theories, as well as discourse analytical approaches that provide 
a broader historical and sociological perspective to these theories.  

 

Phenomenographic approaches 

Phenomenography is a constructivist view of learning that sees learning as an activity of constructing 
meaning, without classifying various learning experiences as right or wrong. Therefore, 
phenomenographic approaches do not concentrate on a transfer of knowledge from teacher to 
student. They centre on the importance of understanding the learners’ perspective instead (Limberg, 
Sundin, & Talja, 2012).  
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In the centre of phenomenographic research are participants’ experiences, thus independently of the 
perceptions that are behind the given research, questions are asked to find out why something 
happens, but how and what the participants do and how they feel about it (Morrison & Secker, 2017).  

Phenomenographic studies can provide a range of meanings that information literacy and data literacy 
can have within any group of information users. It is able to paint a complete picture of the given 
knowledge domains and knowledge-based capacities (Forster, 2016). 

Although originally conceived (again) for information literacy, but rooted in phenomenography-based 
research Bruce (1997) indicates the following activities:  

 being able to use information and communication technology (ICT) for seeking and 
communicating information;  

 seeking and finding information sources;  

 executing information seeking processes;  

 organising and controlling information;  

 building a knowledge base in a new area of interest; 

 working with knowledge and personal perspectives for novel insights; 

 using information wisely for the benefit of others.  
 

The sociocultural perspective 

The sociocultural perspective pertains to the family of constructivist approaches, but instead of 
emphasising the role of the individual, it underlines social relations, communities, and culture (Wang, 
Bruce & Hughes, 2011). It emphasises the situated nature of learning, thus focuses on the relationship 
between individuals and various forms of collective practices. The sociocultural perspective can be 
defined as ways of understanding and doing things in the world. In other words, they are based on 
everyday life activities (Thorne, 2013). Foundational to it is the communities of practice’ concept. 
These communities are groups of people, which share similar goals and interests. They employ 
common practices, work with the same tools, and use a common language that can be defined as sets 
of relations among persons, activities, other communities of practice and the world. The participants 
in a community of practice learn not only the rules that prescribe how to perform the actual practice. 
Based on the community’s history, assumptions, beliefs, values, and rules, the members acquire 
information about the legitimateness of particular practices and knowledge (Lloyd, 2010).  

The process of learning involves interactions with culturally constructed tools of practice, such as 
objects, signs, symbols, language, and technologies, therefore the sociocultural theory focuses on tool-
based information literacy practices and do this within the context of learning communities. As 
learning is connected to specific situations and practices, following sociocultural approaches means 
questioning the generic nature of learning information literacy (Limberg, Sundin, & Talja, 2012). While 
accepting the broad framework of socially contextualised learning experience, they may help in 
developing educational practices that move the perceptions and experiences of the individual learner 
to the centre of educational practice (Talja & Lloyd, 2010). 

In the sociocultural perspective, information literacy is conceptualised as a collective view through a 
people-in-practice perspective that considers situated learning and complex social realities (Lloyd, 
2012). Learning in relationship with social events and interacting with other people, objects, and 
events are seen in a collaborative environment.  

 

The discourse analytic perspective 

The word “discourse” may simply refer to groups of linguistic signs that expresses what has been said 
or written. However, but considering that social realities are formed through discourses, discourse can 
be understood as rule-driven productive practices for creating knowledge (Haider & Bawden, 2007). 
Therefore, this perspective not only recognises language’s central role to social life (Walton & Cleland, 
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2017), but allows “capturing the socially and culturally shaped ways of understanding information 
competencies and information practices” (Limberg, Sundin, & Talja, 2012, 110). 

There is a similarity between the sociocultural and the discourse analytic perspectives because they 
both regard learning as a social activity that uses tools, practices, and conditions for meaning-making 
(Pilerot, 2016). The discourse analytic perspective focuses on identifying broad historical literacy 
discourses that lead to research outcomes for understanding variation in interpretive repertoires. It 
demonstrates that literacies are constructed differently in different conversational contexts.  

Discourse analysts study the interpretive repertoires through which people give meanings to 
information competences and practices, because they do not accept information competences as 
uncontested phenomena. They define discourses as systems of statements, i.e. sets of interlinked 
claims, assumptions, and meanings. The assumption is that we are users of already existing discourses, 
expressions, and conceptualizations, thus we accept implicit claims about the nature of information, 
even if we would not necessarily readily accept them as truthful or valid if we could consciously 
scrutinise them (Limberg, Sundin, & Talja, 2012). However, in general, it can be said that this 
perspective shares several views with the phenomenographic and sociocultural approaches. 

As a practical application of the discourse analytical approach, researchers – especially those, who also 
involved in teaching activities – should teach students not just content but also the conventions of a 
particular discourse community that includes the ways, how its members write, read, speak, and do 
research, as well as what assumptions and epistemologies underlay their arguments (Elmborg, 2006).  

 

Conclusion 

Technological advances have created opportunities and threats for the free flow of information in 
society, and raised awareness of the importance of information literacy (Julien & Genuis, 2011). We 
witness the same development in the case of data literacy.  

In general terms, data literacy is a transversal competence. Nonetheless, this paper examined it in a 
relatively well-defined sense, i.e. narrowing it down to its relationship to scholarly research, in 
particular to research data. This is the reason, why we could look at it as part of research data 
management and could approach it by making use of the experiences for information literacy 
education that already has some tradition, even if there are disputes about it. Our argument was built 
on this idea, whit the aim of showing selected features of this evolving field of education. Future 
experience and thinking will hopefully lead to fully developed theory and practice of data literacy 
education. 
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